Tru Precision Corporation, located in Farmington, CT, was originally founded in 1985 as a die maintenance and repair business. Through the years it has expanded into designing complex pieces and processes. Today, Tru Precision offers a full line of manufacturing design: die and mold design, fixture design, product engineering, multi-axis CNC programming, CAD/CAM Design and Engineering.

Tru Precision originally purchased a Fryer MB-16Q in 1999 and continues to use the machine to this day. Extremely satisfied with the first machine, they have since purchased three additional Fryer machines, a MC-50, MB-11 and VB-100. As a repeat client, Tru Precision could not be happier with their Fryer machines.

“This is the first company I found that had a control with a hard drive...I have programs I had written 20 years ago that I still use today! From drilling a simple hole to using the 4th and 5th axis, all the Siemens components work together seamlessly, which is a major advantage. Dollar for dollar, Fryer machines are an amazing value and robust enough for continuous hard work day in and day out.”
- Chet Schwalenberg, President

For more information contact:
Tru Precision Corporation
1451 New Britain Ave #86
Farmington, CT 06032
860-269-6230
https://truprecision.us

“components work together seamlessly”